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Introduction
With the popularization of social informatization and conversion, 
the visual forms we have a tendency to face have conjointly 
undergone changes [1, 2]. The foremost necessary amendment 
is that the shift from single modality to multimodality within 
the dissemination of visual data. data dissemination beneath 
single mode is especially performed by one suggests that or 
kind, like graphic mode, image mode, sound mode, video mode, 
and interactive mode; data dissemination beneath multimode 
may be 2 or a lot of single modes combined with one another 
to create a method of communication and a style of carrying to 
finish data transmission. the most reason for this modification 
is that, with the event of science and technology, audiences 
have higher and better needs for data carriers, and therefore 
the manifestations of data became a lot of complicated and 
numerous. Within the communication of this wide-ranging style 
of visual data, it's necessary to contemplate not solely the firm’s 
own performance capabilities, expression ways, kind beauty, {and 
therefore and conjointly the content contained within the kind 
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however also people’s perception response, cluster psychological 
characteristics, and individual life expertise and visual expertise 
[3]. At constant time, in associate atmosphere supported the web 
and supported by digital technology, technical factors are a vital 
reason for its development. Multimodality is strictly the shape 
of data dissemination that seems during this digital context. The 
web is a vital a part of the standard of living of the audience. It’s 
this modification in way that has bit by bit modified the method 
of data dissemination. The initial single-modal, linear style of 
communication has modified to a multimodal, nonlinear kind and 
digital technology. It conjointly offers this type a lot of area for 
development and quality.

Visual communication is that the main suggests that of human 
psychological feature of things, and perception includes image 
perception, image recognition, and abstraction perception, that 
is to differentiate an exact image from several stimuli within the 
objective atmosphere, acknowledge acquainted pictures, and 
generate three-dimensional area. Whether or not it's graphic 
perception, image recognition, or abstraction perception, this 
is often the human perception of psychological feature objects. 
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This perception may be graphic pictures, shapes and colours, 
or the movement of objects. If you're thinking that that this is 
often the subject's perception of the article, you're wrong. As so 
much as human visual psychological feature cares, additionally 
to cognizing the article itself, the atmosphere within which the 
article is found is additionally a vital element. 

Environments create humans have different psychological 
feature processes. A black circle of constant size set in a very sq. 
atmosphere of various sizes or enclosed by circles of various sizes, 
offers folks the impression that they need totally different shapes 
and sizes. Straight lines of constant length have the illusion of totally 
different of various growths thanks to different environments. 
In recent years, researchers have introduced machine learning 
ways into the sphere of network traffic identification. At present, 
there are a unit several researches on application layer protocol 
recognition ways supported supervised learning. Subgenus Chen 
associated Cheung planned a traffic recognition algorithmic rule 
supported an adaptive BP neural network, that achieved a high 
protocol recognition accuracy [4]. Consistent with Vryzas et al. 
the convolutional neural network is applied to the sphere of 
network traffic recognition and classification, the useless data 
which will have an effect on feature extraction is eliminated 
through traffic cleansing, and therefore the classification accuracy 
is improved. Dash et al. planned recognition and classification 
technique supported LeNet-5 deep convolutional neural network 
and obtained the best classification model by cyclically adjusting 
relevant parameters [5]. 

Planned a distance-based nearest neighbour recognition 
technique, which may improve the low performance of different 
ways within the recognition of unbalanced network traffic. 
Religion studied the protocol recognition of convolutional neural 
networks trained by totally different optimizers. The experimental 
results show that the random Gradient Descent (SGD) optimizer 
produces the most recognition effect and planned a protocol 
recognition technique for wireless communication networks. 
First, a one-dimensional convolutional neural network is 
employed for automatic feature extraction, and then, application 
layer protocols area unit classified supported SVM [6].

The higher than analysis uses classification models like neural 
networks and uses tagged protocol information for model 
coaching. The trained model will a lot of accurately determine 
the appliance layer protocol network traffic. However, if the 
protocol specification of the appliance layer protocol is unknown, 
it's tough to spot the corresponding network traffic exploitation 
this sort of technique [7].

Under the influence of digital technology, visual forms have 
developed (single modal to multimodal), and therefore the 
atmosphere within which humans understand things has bit by 
bit modified. Beneath ancient circumstances, human perception 
is created in a very real atmosphere of sunshine and shadow, 
and lightweight and shadow area unit the preconditions for 
perception. Wahl S same that lightweight associated shade 
area unit an attribute of individual and freelance objects, and 
lightweight exposure provides a standard basis for the existence 
of all objects. With this foundation, objects and components of 
objects will emerge from the dark chasm. Lightweight forms an 

exact environmental atmosphere through brightness, color, and 
strength that affects the subjective perception of the audience [8-
10]. Within the method of communication, some environments 
area unit deliberately shaped by humans, and therefore the 
purpose is nothing quite strengthening the intensity of data 
expression and strengthening the intensity of perception. In 
different words, the atmosphere conjointly includes a “meaningful 
kind.” The visual psychological feature of the atmosphere is 
especially accomplished by the distinction of colours, lightweight 
and shadow symbols, subject, and background. Within the new 
digital context, human perception atmosphere has modified and 
virtuality is its main feature. The visual psychological feature 
atmosphere beneath digital computer game depends a lot of on 
computers, information helmets, ring screens, information gloves, 
holographic projection, and different technical instrumentality 
to attain. The human issue of this virtual atmosphere is way 
larger than that of the important atmosphere. Though there are 
human styles within the real atmosphere, most of them area unit 
target-hunting by matters, creating the data transmission a lot of 
purposeful.

This paper proposes that human perception expertise has 
modified once interactive multichannel visual data is transmitted. 
The wide-ranging expression of visual data content conjointly will 
increase the interaction and data between folks and, meanwhile, 
makes the aesthetic expertise of the aesthetic subject become a 
lot of and a lot of customized and stylised.

Visual Communication Analysis 
beneath Multimodal data
Wide-ranging Understanding of Visual data
Traditional online page communication style strategies have the 
shortcomings of unidirectional transmission of visual knowledge, 
lack of the particular communication method between websites 
and users, and poor communication, leading to online page 
show monotonous, even user disgust, user page views, and 
alternative issues. The user behavior trailing system will measure 
and extract user behaviours, advocate pages that users will 
generate interest, and win higher human-computer interaction 
through the continual feedback of users on the pages and also 
the learning of the interest behavior trailing system, that solves 
the unidirectional transmission of visual knowledge downside.

In order to unravel the defects of unidirectional visual 
knowledge transmission and visual monotony in ancient online 
page communication style strategies, this paper proposes an 
online page communication style technique supported user's 
customized characteristics. First, analyse the user’s excitement 
color characteristics, acquire online page graphic style solutions, 
and solve the monotonic downside of ancient online page visual 
style completely different for various} visual styles displayed by 
users with different aesthetics, effectively reducing the user’s 
dreariness of websites, so mix with the interest behavior trailing 
system. The user’s visual excitement is combined and integrated 
with the pc vision adjustive module and adjective mechanism. 
Through the self-learning of the pc, the interactive behavior of 
the net page and also the user is unceasingly increased. Finally, 
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the experiment verified the net communication style technique 
supported the user’s customized characteristics, and also the 
user’s browsing disposition, time, and satisfaction raised in 
several age teams, completely different operating backgrounds, 
and completely different living environments.

As individuals bit by bit participate within the construction of the 
visual data metaphysics, they regard their own understanding 
of visual objects as a part of the item and not have individuals 
and clouds. What follows is that folks advise higher needs on the 
method of expressing visual data, that the multimodal illustration 
of visual data came into being. It ought to be same that there's 
a complementary and reciprocally reinforcing relationship 
between the 2. The schematic diagram of diversification of visual 
data is shown in Figure one. Multimodal visual data expression 
strategies have enriched human language expression ability, and 
human pursuit of the essence of data has any promoted the event 
of expression means that. As so much as psychology thinks about, 
all human behavioural awareness will be understood because the 
problem-solving method of data objects. From the input of data, 
the cryptography and process of data, and also the output of 
data, its understanding of data is seen.

Changes in Thinking Activities
People’s thinking activities aren't solely tormented by the 
psychological feature surroundings however conjointly by the 
means that and strategies of data transmission. Once our neurons 
feel additional data, the larger the intensity of the knowledge, the 
larger the thinking response created by the brain. Within the data 
monomial state, the brain receives comparatively single data, 
comparatively single thinking activities, and lower levels within 
the multimodal data mode, the brain receives additional data 
channels and stronger means that. it had been originally solely 
a graphic mode to transmit data, and it became a mixture of 

multiple modalities like sound, text, graphics, images, and video; 
the audience will perceive data from views, multiple levels, and 
multiple dimensions, the thinking activities became stronger and 
deeper, and also the audience’s thinking has become additional 
affected. The seeing activities beneath data multimodality.

Results and Analysis
With the gradual changes within the human psychological feature 
surroundings, within the virtual surroundings, the audience’s 
expressions facing the item square measure conferred in a very 
style of forms; a bit like the illustration of graphic pictures, there 
will be many completely different art forms to specific every 
reasonably aesthetic expertise it's not constant because the 
visual expertise. With such a large amount of forms and mixtures 
of forms, it brings a range of decisions to the audience.

Conclusion
This paper proposes a way for characteristic and classifying 
unknown application layer protocols supported adjective bunch. 
First, the network stream is reorganised from the collected original 
network knowledge, the applying layer protocol knowledge load 
characteristics of the network stream square measure extracted, 
and also the application layer protocol knowledge square measure 
calculated. Similarity is employed because the basis for the 
identification and classification of application layer protocols, and 
also the bunch algorithmic program is employed to mechanically 
cluster the applying layer protocol knowledge of network flows 
to expeditiously and accurately understand the identification 
and classification of unknown application layer protocol network 
traffic. The strategy makes full use of the benefits of the bunch 
algorithmic program, avoids the coaching method, is economical 
and correct, and has high sensible price.
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